
What is it? 
Elos is a programme to pair language partners to speak in Galician. 

What are language partners? 
Two people who arrange a meeting to speak. One of them wants to learn to speak Galician, or wants 
to improve their competence in the language, and the other one collaborates to teach them. In turn, 
the person learning Galician may also teach a new language to the person who is helping them. 

How can I join? 
By filling in the relevant registration form: 
FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT TO LEARN 
FOR THOSE WHO SPEAK GALICIAN AND WANT TO COLLABORATE 
at delingua.santiagodecompostela.gal

What’s next? 
After arranging language partners in pairs depending on their availability and the existence of 
common interests, we set an initial meeting. This meeting will involve mediation by a coordinator 
and will take place preferably face to face (at the Departamento de Lingua [Language Department], 
Espazo Apego, Rúa República do Salvador, 12). We will not share any personal data with either 
member of the pair until the two people have confirmed that they accept the pairing. After that, the 
two of you will work independently, with the commitment to talk in Galician for at least one hour a 
week. We will organise historical and artistic routes and museum visits periodically for you to expand 
your contact with the language and find out more about our cultural context. 

If you have any question 
Departamento de Lingua Galega do Concello de Santiago
(Language Department of the Santiago City Council)
dlg@santiagodecompostela.gal / 981 542 409
delingua.santiagodecompostela.gal

Anybody, from here or from abroad, who wants to learn to speak Galician and has one hour a 
week to spend on this learning. 
Anybody who can speak Galician and is available one hour per week and willing to help other 
people to learn our language or improve their competence in it. 

To be able to understand any information better. To start speaking Galician. To find a person to 
practice with. To have a deeper and better knowledge of the people and the culture of this place. 

To make new friends. To get to know other realities and cultures. Maybe the other person can 
help you with another language. 

Who can participate? 

How is it useful to me? 

Also, the two of you may participate in complementary activities for free, including museum 
visits and guided tours in Compostela with which you can gain a deeper knowledge of the city 
and of Galicia. 

http://delingua.santiagodecompostela.gal
http://delingua.santiagodecompostela.gal
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScL4zpKYtbGs9eEzpvczTuC6cE39usZLIU8u8yknHSsz8cFJw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdnGgpr2sWSPjb-TBOplsi9GtyS8j4h3QHHFBqG5ySqXsp6cA/viewform



